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Currently we are using this workaround by
having the current project as a sub-project in

the global python path and then have the
following python script. import logging logger
= logging.getLogger(__name__) def main():

logger.info("I'll be outputted to the console") if
__name__ == "__main__": main() And in the
sub-project, we would use something like

import logging logger =
logging.getLogger("source-project") def

main(): logger.info("I'll be outputted to the
console") if __name__ == "__main__": main()
This works fine for most cases but for long
running scripts it doesn't actually work. As
soon as it hits the second call to main() it
crashes Visual Studio Code with an error

message that can be seen in this issue on
github. The solution for that specific issue

indicates that it happens when there are lots
of open file windows, and this seems likely as
our python scripts are quite long-running. We

are doing some async I/O using celery. We
tried having multiple python interpreters by
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running the sub-project in a virtualenv, which
didn't have any of the problems, so that at
least explains why we are not running into

issues for our standard python scripts.
However it doesn't solve the problem for our
long running scripts. The question is, what is

the standard library supported way of running
long running scripts without being killed by

Visual Studio Code? A: According to this issue
on github, https://github.com/microsoft/vscod

e/issues/65233, there is a limitation as of
vscode 1.43 where if you have too many open
files, it will crash the extension. The solution is
to just use an older version of vscode for now.
Here is the issue https://github.com/microsoft/
vscode/issues/65233, and here is a good blog
post on how to use older version of vscode htt
ps://blog.devever.net/2013/08/11/vscode-1-0-r
elease-with-november-13-2014-mac-ppa/ Q:

How can i get the store name from its
StoreType in Magento 2? I'm trying to get

store name from the StoreType in Magento 2
but its not working, its throwing an exception.
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Here is my code :
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some links that might be useful: a
presentation about terraforming the aws cloud
with chef a blog post about terraforming the

aws cloud with chef a presentation about
deploying terraform on your own chef server a

blog post about automating chef with
terraform a blog post about next gen chef and

terraform a blog post about the chef labs
bakery chef cookbook and terraform it allows

you to deploy just the packages you care
about, not everything in your chef node,

making it cheaper for you to provision. it helps
you to easily add a new virtual machine by
only installing the packages and configuring
them. this function can be used to download

files from terrariahackedworld.com. it will
download a file from the site and store it in
the /downloads directory. it will also get a
snippet of data from the author of the site
which is stored in the snippet variable. #
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download a file from terrariahackedworld.com
sub terrariahackedworlddownloadpcall30 { my
($tmp_dir) = @_; my $webhook_url = "http://w

ww.terrariahackedworld.com/pitchfork.zip";
my $file = $webhook_url.".zip"; my $contents
= get_webhook_contents($webhook_url); my
$snippet = "offline ". "terri". "hacked ". "world

". "homepage "; print " ", $snippet, "",
$contents, "", " "; my $file_path = $tmp_dir.
$file; my $file = "$file_path"; system ("unzip

-o $file $snippet "); system ("rm $file "); } this
example will download the pitchfork.zip file

http://www.zip into the /downloads directory.
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